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Intra-seasonal variation in the number of unmoulted coverts in immature Robins caught dur-

ing 2001-2003 autumn migrations was studied at two ringing stations (Mierzeja Wi�lana and

Bukowo-Kopañ) located at the Polish Baltic coast. To determine the number of unmoulted

greater wing coverts we counted immature-type coverts with light spots at tips. In the analy-

ses data on the number of spotted coverts from ca 11 000 migrating individuals were used.

We analysed the number of spotted coverts in each season and at each ringing station sepa-

rately. Based on migration dynamics we distinguished migration waves and the number of

spotted coverts were compared among the waves. Trends of seasonal changes in mean values

of this parameter were assessed. To explain these tendencies, percentage distributions of

wing spots for each wave were presented, with distinguished three categories: 0-3 (low),

4-5 (medium) and 6-8 (high) number of spotted coverts. Next, we compared distribution of

this parameter among waves by Kruskal-Wallis and post-hoc Dunn�s tests.

Late waves generally differed in the distributions of spotted coverts� number from the earlier

ones in all seasons and at all stations. Our results showed the same tendencies within a sea-

son in all cases: the mean number of unmoulted coverts fluctuated in September, but starting

from the end of this month and in October the trend was clearly increasing. This was due to

changes in frequencies of Robins assigned to the distinguished categories � in September

birds with medium number of spotted coverts constituted over 50% of all migrants, while in

late September and/or October waves individuals with high number of spotted coverts pre-

dominated. Both in 2002 and 2003, the moment of the shift in this domination from birds

with medium to those with high number of unmoulted coverts was synchronised between the

two stations.

These intra-seasonal differences in moult advancement can be explained by two overlapping

phenomena � subsequent migration over the Baltic coast of populations with different moult

characteristics and by less advanced moult of birds from later broods. Correspondence of the

observed trends in moult advancement with literature data on migration timing of Robins of

different breeding origin and winter quarters indicates that the populational differences play

an important role in the observed variation.
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Table 1

Periods of counting spotted coverts (moult study) and numbers of Robins

checked for this parameter (N) in following years at each station

Mierzeja Wi�lana Bukowo-Kopañ

Moult study N Moult study N

2001 1 Sep. � 31 Oct. 1460 8 Sep.-7 Oct., 13-14 Oct. 1764

2002 1-29 Sep., 5-31 Oct. 1928 10 Sep. � 5 Nov. 1817

2003 1 Sep. � 19 Oct. 1973 6 Sep. � 14 Nov. 2152
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Fig. 1. Location of ringing stations where the data was collected: MW � Mierzeja Wi�lana, BK � Buko-
wo-Kopañ



where:
a, b, c, d, e � numbers of caught birds in subsequent days,
C � smoothed value for the day c.
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Fig. 2. Migration dynamics of Robins (percent of a daily average for a year) and its division into migration
waves (dotted lines; Roman numbers � numbers of waves)
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Fig. 3. Average number of unmoulted coverts in subsequent migration waves (as in Fig. 2) in all seasons
at both stations.
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Fig. 4. Percent proportions of Robins with low (black area), medium (dark grey) and high (light grey)
number of unmoulted coverts in subsequent migration waves (as in Fig. 2) at each station in
studied seasons. Sample sizes for each wave are given above bars.
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